Follow up of patients with colorectal cancer: no simple solutions

THE paper by Miles and colleagues, in this issue of the Journal, adds to the increasing literature trying to simplify the difficulties inherent in the follow up of patients with colorectal cancer. Their data are useful but, as with similar papers, they tend to support Grossman's law: 'For every complicated problem there is a simple, easy to understand and wrong answer.' This may be a little harsh, but a simple solution to the problem of how to follow up patients with colorectal cancer remains illusory.

Historically, follow up of surgical patients was thought to be beneficial for the three groups of people involved: patient, consultant and clinic. One of the increasing number of years, and more so recently, this hallowed principle has been eroded by research evidence and changes in National Health Service practice.

After surgery for colorectal cancer, a patient attends a follow-up clinic at various intervals, the frequency of attendance depending on the institution. The extent of patient review ranges from a cursory chat to an extensive investigative programme; in 1990 it was reported that in one American clinic four patient visits per year cost £1630. The purpose, for the patient, is to receive reassurance that all is well or to discover whether there is recurrent disease which may be amenable to cure or palliation. There is now a wealth of literature to show that the latter aim is a vain hope as most patients present with symptoms of recurrent disease between follow-up visits. The value to the patient of the reassurance received is more difficult to assess. It could be that the follow-up visit induces anxiety and distressing memories of the initial treatment. It may also lead to false reassurance if symptoms which develop between visits are ignored by the patient.

The consultant reviews outpatients in order to reassure them of their progress, to ascertain if there have been any complications following initial treatment, to assess the possibility of recurrence and, finally, to review the outcome of treatment. The last task has now become complex and ranges from the inner satisfaction of a job well done to assessing outcome according to audit protocols devised by research establishments. All these good intentions of follow up are laudable and, personally, I find the satisfaction of reviewing a patient who has had a good outcome as something to boost flagging morale. However, the one serious difficulty with a follow-up protocol is that few consultants themselves review patients in follow-up clinics and therefore the ideals of follow up are devalued and even counterproductive. It is known that many outpatients complain of seeing a different doctor every time they visit a clinic. One of the increasing number of years, and one of the difficulties of performing indicators is the 'new to review outpatient ratio'. There are data from hospital statistics which show that consultant-only clinics have a ratio of 1:1 or less whereas with review clinics devoted to non-consultant staff the ratio is as high as 1:5. Therefore, meaningful consultant review may be feasible.

The general practitioner expects a regular update from a specialist on the progress of his or her patient, another colleague's support if there are difficulties in patient management, and the ability to refer to an appropriate specialist if problems arise between outpatient clinic visits. As a hospital specialist, I accept that this summary may not be a full appraisal of general practitioners' views. Intuitively, general practitioners have been aware of the problems related to hospital follow up. This, in combination with two recent changes in practice — shared care and fundholding — has led to the value of hospital follow up being questioned. Shared hospital-general practitioner care has been shown to be successful for patients with asthma and diabetes. Shared care might also be successful for other conditions, such as follow up of patients with colorectal cancer. Fundholding practices have general practitioner-devised treatment protocols in which the necessity for follow up is assessed and, if it is considered necessary, there are stipulations about its quality.

The difficulties surrounding conventional follow up have led to many potential solutions being put forward. Carcinoembryonic antigen, as a tumour marker, has been central to several of them. Unfortunately, it has not lived up to its original expectations. Only in up to 60% of cases is there an increased carcinoembryonic antigen level below surgery which falls to a normal level thereafter. If it then rises it will give a lead time to clinical recurrence of three to five months. However, on the evidence available, this does not produce any significant statistical or clinical improvement in cure rates or in survival in palliative treatment. The latter problem is compounded by the absence of any successful protocols for palliative therapy for this condition. A large United Kingdom study of the value of carcinoembryonic antigen was commenced in 1985 and the results are awaited with interest.

Colonoscopic surveillance has also been suggested as a useful follow-up procedure. However, it is a potentially difficult and expensive examination and its value is in the diagnosis only of new polyps and metachronous (subsequent) tumours. These tend to occur in the high risk group which includes patients with genetically induced tumours. This group constitutes 20% of cases and, even now, the most appropriate periodicity of examinations is uncertain. However, the workload produced by the group of patients with genetically induced tumours and their relatives is enough to overwhelm current resources. Therefore, most authorities believe the larger percentage of patients with sporadic tumours would be inappropriate for this form of follow up.

How do we proceed from here? It is accepted that outcome audit is valuable and, some would say, essential. It will help maintain high standards in the management of patients with colorectal cancer. It may lead to better management plans as data are accumulated in the longer term. A good example is the beneficial effect of the Scottish melanoma group on the treatment of cutaneous melanoma. Data from this group revealed a reduction in the extent of secondary scar excision. Outcome audit may also help the purchasers decide where to place their contracts. However, this may be premature since the central collection of statistics is currently too inaccurate to be informative on anything but a general level. One only has to read the 'health warnings' accompanying the recently published clinical outcome indicators produced by the Scottish Office to realize the difficulties with this form of data. Even without the subtleties of case mix, selective referral patterns and so on, an easy endpoint such as death needs to be assessed over a long time to be accurate. Mortality following elective colorectal cancer resection is between 2% and 8% and this is from a population in which 70% are over the age of 65 years. Therefore, large numbers are required, ideally over a long time, to accrue meaningful statistics. A general practitioner may be lucky enough to complete his or

B RITISH general practice is a major resource for the study of morbidity in the population as barriers of access to services are minimal and coverage is almost complete. Information on the incidence and prevalence of common conditions, their secular trends and geographic and socioeconomic variation in their occurrence is of great importance in monitoring the health of the population, in determining health service policy, in measuring workload in general practice, in targeting interventions, and in allocating resources. Such information is complementary to that provided by routine mortality statistics and provides a more complete picture of the interactions between disease and health services. Information from general practice should also be of use in shaping undergraduate and postgraduate curricula for doctors and nurses, which are still dominated by diseases that interest teaching hospital doctors rather than the illnesses and other reasons that cause patients to consult in general practice.

Morbidity statistics from general practice collected in 1991–92 have been published recently.1 Doctors and practice nurses in the 60 practices, in England and Wales, involved in the study recorded every face-to-face contact with patients who were on the practices' age-sex registers. The number of patients involved was substantial: 502 493 patients were on the practice lists for a year, giving 468 042 person-years of observation. The majority (83%) also had data recorded. Patients who were kiding? [editorial]. J Clin Gastroenterol 1988; 10: 359-364.
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